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AP Computer Science
Gridworld, inheritance



Interfaces
 Establish a ‘is-a’ relationship without code sharing

One way of addressing the software crisis

Allow dividing up a complex task
 all developers code to a common interface
 implementations can be changing as long as interface is 
respected

 Free developers from details (ArrayList vs LinkedList?  Doesn’t 
matter, they’re both Lists!)

Reuse utilities like Collections.sort
 Just need to implement the Comparable interface!
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The software crisis
 software engineering: The practice of developing, designing, 

documenting, testing large computer programs.

 Large-scale projects face many issues:
 programmers working together
 getting code finished on time
 avoiding redundant code
 finding and fixing bugs
 maintaining, reusing existing code

 code reuse: The practice of writing program code once and 
using it in many contexts.



GridWorld Case Study
 Fairly large framework

 Exemplifies several principles of good object-oriented design

Allows us to build interesting things quickly
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Running GridWorld
Download zip from the website (don’t use Explorer)

GridWorld packages and classes are stored in a JAR
 Way to distribute multiple files as one

Add the JAR to your path so the compiler can look into it

 You may want to switch to Eclipse
 WARNING: harder to manage files
 Auto-completion can be handy
 Make sure to read notes on website

Open and run any of the examples with a main (in projects/)
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Gridworld Actors
 common properties:

 location
 color

 common behavior:
 give back location
 give back direction

 each also has specific properties/behavior:
 leave flowers behind
 turn when hit wall
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Separating behavior
Why not represent each actor completely separately?

Advantages of grouping shared behavior/state
 maintenance: only one common place to update 
 locality: quickly look up what a bug does (vs. a rock)

Key ideas
 General rules are useful to keep together
 Specific rules may override the general ones
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Is-a relationships, hierarchies
 is-a relationship: A hierarchical connection where one 

category can be treated as a specialized version of another.
 every bug is an actor
 every box bug is a bug

 inheritance hierarchy: A set of classes connected by is-a 
relationships that can share common code.
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Inheritance
 inheritance: A way to form new classes based on existing 

classes, taking on their attributes/behavior.
 a way to group related classes
 a way to share code between two or more classes

One class can extend another, absorbing its data/behavior.
 superclass: The parent class that is being extended.
 subclass: The child class that extends the superclass and 
inherits its behavior.
 Subclass gets a copy of every field and method from superclass
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Inheritance syntax
 public class name extends superclass {

 Example:

 public class Secretary extends Employee {
     ...
 }

By extending Employee, each Secretary object now:
 receives a getHours, getSalary, getVacationDays, and 
getVacationForm method automatically

 can be treated as an Employee by client code (seen later)
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Overriding methods
override: To write a new version of a method in a subclass 

that replaces the superclass's version.
 No special syntax required to override a superclass method.
Just write a new version of it in the subclass.

 public class Lawyer extends Employee {
     // overrides getVacationForm method in Employee class
     public String getVacationForm() {
         return "pink";
     }
     ...
 }

 Exercise: Complete the Lawyer class.
 (3 weeks vacation, pink vacation form, can sue)
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Levels of inheritance
Multiple levels of inheritance in a hierarchy are allowed.

 Example: A legal secretary is the same as a regular secretary but 
makes more money ($45,000) and can file legal briefs.

 public class LegalSecretary extends Secretary {
     ...
 }


